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This Semester: L&S
Our Lead and Succeed classes
offer students the opportunity
to play authentic leadership
roles and make decisions
about the program. Lead and
Succeed classes take place
every Wednesday, beginning
September 5th. This fall,
students can participate in:
Cooking
Students will learn basic culinary
techniques, write their own
healthy recipes, and collaborate
on a HK Cookbook!
Photography
The class serves to document all
the exciting events and activities in
Tiger Territory, and share their
work with the community.
Leadership
This group of hard working
students will help plan and
facilitate Fun Fridays and incite
school spirit wherever they go!
SEL
This group will strive to create that
strong family environment in each
class through peer mediation and
counseling.

Welcome Back Tigers!
This year in After School, we have really spent time training and
collaborating to create the best opportunities for our students to
learn and have fun. We are very excited to be a part of such a
great community, and I look forward to partnering with you to
provide our students with a fun, engaging, and high-quality after
school experience. Check out the About Us tab, we want to be
able to share our vision for our program. We will be posting
updates and news here monthly! Also, check out the news box
near the oﬃce for Fun Friday announcements!

Updates
✴The

oﬃcial sign out location is in the front oﬃce - this means
that the phone in Room 10 cannot be answered once after school
program starts. To contact ASP, please call the front oﬃce.
✴We

have a new tutor, Mr Orduna! He is a liberal arts major at
Fresno State who is excited to bring new enrichment classes like
Spanish, Guitar, and much more.
✴The

homework classes have changed. The classes grouped
together are K-2, 3-4, 5-6, and 7-8.
✴STEM

September
Enrichment Classes
Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday,
Tiger Territory offers standards
based enrichment classes to all
grade levels. Our enrichment
classes are geared toward skill
building, creativity, and mastery.
This month’s theme:

TIGERology
Meteorology - the study of
weather (K-3)

Zoology - the study of animals
(K-4)

Sociology - the study of families
(4-8)

Geology - the study of the Earth
(5-8)

is coming to Tiger Territory soon! From 4:50 to 5:20,
students will be engaged in hands-on STEM challenges to keep
the creativity going.
✴I

am excited to see what the rest of the school year has in store
for us as a community, and I hope to meet you all soon! If you
ever have any questions or concerns, feel free to call our oﬃce or
email me.
Thank you,

Jazarai Perkins
Site Coordinator
jazarai.perkins@ctﬀ.us

